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Int er view: M a t h i a s H ö d e r a t h

Although she couldn‘t defend her
title this year, musically Lena is still
more than well prepared. For live
concerts she is supported by the
two keyboardists Mathias Höderath
and Andreas Grimm - and those
two are supported by Yamaha. And
rightly so.

Mathias, we have met you some days

both of you? Or was there a task-sharing

we won‘t use for the live rendition. I then

before this year‘s Euro Vision Song

depending on sounds? What were your

wrote my own scores and sheets, program-

Contest on your Germany tour with Lena

duties?

med the computer and the synths. The date

in Hamburg. We know all about Lena‘s
results at the ESC - but how was the tour?

Sure, the material gives much to do for us.

X for me then was the first rehearsal.

We have made it our mission to play most

And what about „artistic freedom“? As

Great! The tour was fun in all aspects - from

of it live and make very small use of a se-

you played to a click there‘s probably not

the staff of the crew including the band, the

quencer. So we have split up the different

much room for improvisation, right?

technicians, the catering and the manage-

sound fields - Andreas was mainly respon-

ment. It is impressive to play in large halls

sible for the Rhodes parts and to double

and to work in productions of such a di-

the string section, I did most of piano parts,

mension, but if the areas involved are wor-

the synths, and the sounds that were taken

king so well together, as it was on this tour,

from the original production. I also cont-

then it becomes really great.

rolled the computer - even if most of the
time nothing was sent from the computer

The artistic freedom here rather layed in
the preparation of the live rendition of the
musical source material. For instance „Taken by a Stranger“ got a longer intro, its
length was not specified here. However,
the show was actually programmed quite

In what line-up have you played the

to the PA, there was always a click on every

straight. Overall, I think I had eight bars for

concerts?

song, plus some in-ear cues.

soloing...

How would you describe it: Do you get

Both you and Andreas Grimm have used

sent a bunch of scores that you have to

a MOTIF XF - to provide the „bread and

be able to play up to the date X?

butter“ sounds, I guess, right?

some songs), four violinists, three back-

No, more like a bunch of mp3s. I then met

Andreas has used many of the factory

ground singers and, of course, Lena.

with Andreas Grimm (the other keyboar-

sounds, however, I used the XF because I

dist and MD) to decide and share the parts

really wanted to be able to use samples

Two keyboard players on stage - does the

between us, to decide what we‘ll play live,

from the original production, without ha-

musical material has enough to do for

what we‘ll run from the sequencer and what

ving to load them each time before the gig.

The band consisted of two keyboardists,
drums, bass, two guitars (one of the guitarists - Bastian - is a multi-instrumentalist,
and played trombone and percussion on
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was more to prepare than just samples to

(strings, percussion, synths, etc.) on diffe-

be cut. There were also several other pro-

rent channels is nice, too.

jects running during that period.
You are a trained jazz pianist - would you
Besides the advantages of the Flash

use the laptop live on stage for your jazz

ROM: What do you like on the MOTIF

trio? Or do you even do it already?

XF? You have also played with many
predecessors of the MOTIF..

I would do it in any case, if the musical idea
I had for a song or piece requires it. Howe-

I like the sounds (of course!) and the way

ver, for the trio that wasn‘t case so far.

how I can program the MOTIF. Due to the
wide variety of consistently good sounds,

You are not only working as musician,

you can use the MOTIF in many situations.

but you‘re also a lecturer at the IMM

The Master mode is perfect for program-

in Dusseldorf, Andreas even holds a

ming a set list. Even the MIDI connection

professorship there - how do you arrange

with the Virus TI has worked without pro-

this with touring with bands?

blems.

Most of the preparations and rehearsals
took place during the holidays. Otherwise I

The setup on your stage reflects the two

have caught up my lost hours or held them

flows that can be observed nowadays:

beforehand.

On

the

one

hand,

the

„analog“

instruments, which have to be cherished

What else? In other words: What‘s

and cultivated and take at least two

coming from you in the near future?

men to carry, on the other side the

Earlier this year a new album of your

computer-driven high-tech integration.

trio was announced. Are there any tours

What do you think, where does the

planned?

That worked perfectly. So I was able to cut

journey lead to? Or asked differently:

the brass tracks of the production, assign

Which developments do you wish for the

them to keys and then play them live. Bas-

broad field of musical instruments with

tian has then played „real“ trombone and

keys?

we had a great brass sound on stage, that
did not sound like typical synth-brass but
actually sounded like the original production.

End of the year I will be playing the piano at

it‘s luxury having two keyboardists availa-

a Roncalli production. There are other pro-

ble in one project. So I think the tendency

jects, but they‘re just still in the pipeline...

players or „ROMplers“ in one machine is

great sampled but not perfectly tuned Rho-

right and good.

on the XF, the sound is simply there after the
boot - great! Even though I like the factory
Rhodes sounds and use them often, I think
it‘s great to have a Rhodes sound, which

German singer anna.luca, which is published in January 2012 on Chin Chin Records.

to unite virtual analog synths with sample-

the ES it needed nearly 15 minutes to load -

corded an album with the great Swedish-

connection of the two in a project. However

tian Frentzen Rhodes“ for the ES - this is a

originally programmed for NI Kontakt. On

looking for a label right now. I‘ve also re-

Generally, I like both „flows“ and also the

Also, I once had reconstructed the „Chris-

des multi-sample from a colleague that was

Yes, the album is completely finished. I‘m

For me personally it would be great to have
smaller and lighter versions of the keyboards available. On this tour, for example, although I have played almost all of the
piano parts, I did not use a 88-keys keyboard. I simply don‘t need one for most of
the time. However, playing a weighted key-

I‘m used to, without having to rely on a

board for the piano parts feels better. So for

computer. And I too have used many facto-

me smaller, lighter (for when I don‘t have a

ry sounds (especially the S6 pianos, strings),

roadie at hand), but still uncompromising

most of them slightly edited.

in terms of sound and features would be a
huge advantage.

So you have filled the Flash ROM with
samples from the original recording. How
long did it take to prepare the tour?

It would also be great to have more individual outputs on the devices. Having a sequencer on stage means having to send a

I think I started to program in February, the

separate click signal to the drummer. And

first rehearsals were in March. But there

being able to distribute different sounds
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MOTIF g oes iPa d

For several weeks now the Yamaha
iPad apps for the MOTIF XF/XS and
the S90XS series are available from
the iTunes Store. They open up an
entirely new approach of working
with the instruments - beyond the
nested levels of parameters and
known software editors.

with the following Yamaha synthesizer mo-

A list of successfully tested USB WiFi adap-

dels:

ters can be found on the website Yamaha-

• MOTIF XF
• MOTIF XS
• MOTIF-RACK XS (partially restricted)
• MOX8/MOX6
The connection between the iPad and the

some articles about the apps in the next

instruments can be made using the Yama-

editions of the Music Production Guides.

ha iMX-1, which was unveiled at this year‘s

We want to start with a cursory overview of

Frankfurt Music Fair. We already reported

the functionality of the applications, as well

about the interface in the special edition of

The following apps for the iPad are available:
• Faders & XY Pad
• Keyboard Arp & Drum Pad

(http://download.yamaha.com/file/48197)

• S90XS/S70XS

We take this as an opportunity to publish

as their requirements.

synth.com

the Music Production Guide.
It is a MIDI interface with direct connection
to the dock connector (dock connection
port) of the iPad. It features two DIN MIDI

Let‘s start with a brief general description.
For the Editor Essential apps their name

plugs that can be connected directly to the

by itself is descriptive enough. These are

• Performance Editor Essential

instrument.

limited editors for the respective modes.

• Voice Editor Essential

Due to its support for Core-MIDI (Apple),

• Multi Editor Essential

The main questions:
why, how and
what?
All these programs are designed for use

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

Basically they focus on parameters that are

any application compatible to this protocol

not necessarily accessible from the surface

on the iPad can use the interface.

of the instrument. The apps „Faders & XY

For the MOTIF XF series from ROM version

Pad“ and „Keyboard Arp & Drum Pad“ are

1.20 there is also a wireless connection via

enhancing the functionality of the tone ge-

W-LAN (WiFi) possible.

nerators considerably.
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All apps have a very appealing graphical

The screen ARP/KBD CONTROL features

interface that I‘d like call an „eye candy“.

the keyboard-related settings such as Trans-

From my perspective the arrangement of

pose and Octave plus the settings related to

the virtual controls leaves nothing to be

the Arpeggios.

desired and invites to immediately and

FADER CONTROL essentially allows quick

intuitively try them all out. A stable connec-

access to filters and envelope generators.

tion provided, the instrument reacts on the
touch operation without noticeable delay.

Yamaha software editor. It is practically a
mini-version of the application Faders & XY

pendently from the memory contents of the

Multi Editor
Essential

her available on the instrument nor in the

ments is very fast. It‘s just fun!

Thus, current settings can be saved inde-

07|2011

XY CONTROL is new and in this form neit-

The transfer of data to / from the instru-

All applications provide storable templates.

G U IDE

Pad described later in the text. Here five selectable parameters can be controlled with
a single „finger swipe“ on a XY pad.

The Multi Editor Essential lets you edit the
Song or Pattern Mixings. You have access

tone generator. This provides for example

The screens EQ and EFFECT include what

to the volume level and pan position of all

very good possibilities for comparison with

you‘d expect from them. In particular, the

16 parts (split on two screens with eight

different settings, but can also be used for

graphic equalizer is really fun to use wiht

channels each), their effect level and the

the touch display - and this applies to all

assignment of the insert effects.

certain startup settings. As long as the settings are not saved with „STORE“ on the

Essential editors.

instrument, all happens without actually
changing the stored memory contents in
the device itself.

Performance
Editor Essential
With the Performance Editor, the focus was

But now for some closer inspection.

placed on the assignment and selection of
Voices and Arpeggios. Not included are Pa-

Voice Editor
Essential

rameters that can be controlled in Performance mode using the faders and knobs,

The concept of the Voice Editor Essen-

such as the send-level to the effects.

tial pursues the setting of some very high

The system and master effects and the mas-

sound-influencing parameters such as filter,

ter EQ settings can also be edited in detail.

envelope generators, equalizer, and effects.
The quick adjustment of a preset to your

Faders & XY Pa d

own taste or the requirements of a certain sound is very easy and intuitive, even

This tool provides a special form of control-

compared to the work with the editor soft-

ling parameters, a form which is not possi-

ware.

ble on the device itself or via the software
editor.
Up to eight faders can be freely assigThe VOICE and ARP screen allows quick
access to the respective memory contents,

ned with up to three parameters. The
value ranges of the faders can be restricted

the selection can be made via BANK or
CATEGORY. Especially browsing long lists
of ARPs is faster and more relaxed here
than on the device.
Different

screens

are

ARP/KBD

CONTROL,

divided
XY

into:

CONTROL,

Like the Voice Editor the Performance Editor
also features the XY-CONTROL section and
screens to access EFFECT and MEQ (Master

FADER CONTROL, EFFECT, EQ.

EQ) settings.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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in order to avoid crossing certain limits -

tent - not the content of the MOTIF Arpeg-

e.g. for the resonance of the filter.

gios. More details will be published in the

The eight faders are then linked via virtual

next edition of the Music Production Guide.

patchbay cables and can be adjusted rela-

Another application is the Set List Organi-

tionally by moving a finger over a XY area.

zer, which is mentioned here for comple-

This can result in unusual effects, but also
interesting variations of voices are generated, which of course can be saved in the
instrument or as a template in the application.
For musicians or fans of spectacular variations beyond the presets this can be a
completely new kind of „playground“ - with
almost inexhaustible creative potential!

G U IDE

teness only, because it is not limited to the
MOTIF family of synthesizers or even any
other Yamaha product, but instead can be
used with every MIDI instrument.

A preliminary
conclusion
The iPad has now reached a status in music
production that goes far beyond simpleton

Keyboard Arp &
Drum Pad
With this application you get a virtual MIDIcontroller unit. It uses the tone generator of
the connected device in an alternative way.
As expectable the Drum Pad screen lets you
trigger drum sounds (of course not exclusively) via 16 pads, which can be assigned

gimmicks. Provided suitable software it can
remote-control digital mixers, work complete music productions, even lets you design your own remotes for external sound
modules or DAWs, plus there are countless
programs that include an own sophisticated sound generator, to name just a few
examples.
Yamaha has recognized this trend and has
enhanced its current synthesizer models

With musical greetings,
sincerely Hans-Peter Henkel

with interesting features from some very

hp@hape13.de

well-made applications. Considering the

www.hape13.de

very moderate price of 2.99 EUR per app
one can fully recommend these programs
to the owners of an iPad and one of the
supported Yamaha synthesizers.
Those, who want some more information
with multiple sounds. Up to five notes can

before buying, are free to download the

be assigned to each pad or parts of them,

manuals, which are available in English

making very individual assignments possible.

from the Yamaha website. Or wait for the
specific articles in the next episodes of the
Music Production Guide. The links for the

The Keyboard screen shows a virtual key-

manuals are found in the following list.

board, which can play notes, chords and

We would be pleased if you are here again

arpeggios. Interestingly, the application in-

for the next issue this to take a closer look

cludes its own arpeggiator with its own con-

„under the hood“ of the first application.

Faders & XY Pad

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/faders_xy_pad_om_en_b0.pdf

Keyboard Arp & Drum Pad

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/kbdarp_drpad_om_en_b0.pdf

Multi Editor Essential

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/multi_editor_essential_en_om_b0.pdf

Performance Editor Essential

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/perf_editor_essential_en_om_a0.pdf

Voice Editor Essential

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/voice_editor_essential_en_om_b0.pdf

Set List Organizer

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/set_list_organizer_en_om_a0.pdf
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U pg r ad e yo u r C u b a s e a n d
sav e up t o 10 0 Eu r o

Thanks

to

the

collaboration

between Yamaha and Steinberg
there‘s a free version of Cubase AI
included in many musical products
from Yamaha.

Until October 31, Steinberg offers Cubase

ment articulation management and

LE 4/5 and Cubase AI 4/5 users value-

multiple controller editing on single

packed upgrades to Cubase 6 and Cubase

note-level

Artist 6, the state-of-the-art music produc-

• Professional music notation and score

tion environments used by thousands of

printing features

professionals around the world.

effects and instruments

Ten reasons to upgrade to Cubase 6:

take comping system

• Unlimited audio, instrument and
MIDI tracks, 256 physical inputs
• 5.1 surround and 24-bit/192 kHz
support
• Adds dozens of high-quality effect
processors to your mixing arsenal
• Includes HALion Sonic SE workstation
with more than 850 sounds, Groove
Agent ONE drum machine, Loop-

• Improved Key Editor with Inspector

Cubase Artist 6
an

even

lower

price

you

for smooth and intuitive access to the
can

upgrade from Cubase AI 5 or 4, Cubase LE 5 or 4 to Cubase Artist 6: 199 EUR
(normal: 249 EUR)
Ten reasons to upgrade to Cubase Artist 6:
• Upgrade to 32 physical inputs,
64 audio, 32 instrument and
128 MIDI tracks
• Adds dozens of high-quality effect

Mash 2, unique Spector, Mystique,

processors, including StudioEQ, the

Prologue, Embracer and Monologue

acclaimed REVerence convolution

VSTis

reverb unit and VST Amp Rack the

• Unparalleled multitrack drum-editing
workflow
• VariAudio for MIDI-style note editing
of vocal recordings
• VST Expression 2 adds easy instru-

you get 4 MIDI insert slots and

• Redesigned and lightning-fast multi-

performer mixes and talkback

At

• MIDI effects: With Cubase Artist 6

famous Beat Designer

• Control Room section with unique

Upgrade from Cubase AI 5 or 4, Cubase LE
5 or 4: 399 EUR (normal: 499 EUR)

to 32 slots.

18 MIDI effects, including the

• Integration of external hardware

Cubase 6

• Added VST Instrument Rack with up

reference virtual guitar tone suite
• Includes HALion Sonic SE work
station, Groove Agent ONE drum
machine, Loopmash 2, unique Spec-

most used parameters
• New scaling tools for controller and
automation data offers a dramatically streamlined look and feel
• Full MediaBay support including
custom tagging
• In-depth video tutorials with more
than two hours of detailed instructions in HD quality included
Buy these upgrades at a local Steinberg
dealer near you or online:
http://www.steinberg.net

tor, Mystique and Prologue VSTis
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i-MX1 - M IDI -I n t er f a c e
f or Apple iPa d a v a i l a b l e n o w

Yamaha

introduced

the

i-MX1

does not just connect to the iPad, but to the

on the Frankfurter Musicfair - a

iPhone and the iPod Touch, too. Since

MIDI interface that‘s connected to

these devices are much smaller, they are

the Apple iPad and thus offering

even more handy controllers.

vast possibilities to control MIDI

The i-MX1 is compatible to the drivers pro-

equipment. The i-MX1 is available

vided by the iPad-OS (iOS, Core MIDI),

now.

there‘s no need for special drivers. So even

The Apple iPad has proven itself as a very
handy tool, combining a very nice touch
panel with a reasonable size. It has sold

third-party applications that are using the
iOS drivers can use the i-MX1 as MIDIInterface.

in large quantities. Yamaha introduced

The i-MX1 will help

a series of Apps that allow a musical and

the iPad to conti-

meaningful use of the iPad with Yamaha‘s

nue its triumphal

most recent synthesizer models (see report

procession to the

on page 5).

shores

To be able to control synthesizers that won‘t
allow a wireless connection to the iPad,
Yamaha designed a MIDI interface that‘s
connected to the iPad.
In a small, black device the i-MX1 carries
the needed electronics and two connectors for the included adapter cables which
represent the MIDI input and ouput (with
the well known 16 MIDI channels each). It

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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school“ MIDI.

„old
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CP1 Trade-Up
P r o g r a mme

Drop off your old digital or acoustic piano and trade up for a beautiful new Yamaha CP1 and receive an incredible
1,000 EUR off at the register.
This is the perfect opportunity to get rid of your old electric piano and get one of the state-of-the-art upper-class Stage Pianos. In a limited
time window Yamaha offers 1,000 EUR off the price, if you part-exchange your old digital or acoustic piano (the instrument taken must have
a weighted keyboard with 88 keys) and buy a new CP1.
The toal amount of trade-in value towards a CP1 is not to exceed 1,000 EUR. Ask your Yamaha Dealer for the exact conditions. The total
part-exchange price offered will be at the discretion of your Yamaha Dealer.
The Yamaha Piano Upgrade Bonus cannot be combined with other promotions.
The promotion period starts on 15th August 2011 and ends on 15th January 2012.
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MOTIF X F : Compi l i n g i n d i v i d u a l
Flas h c on t en t s

After we published a FAQ list
concerning the Flash Memory of the
MOTIF XF series in the last issue,
we will now describe in detail how
to compile a custom content for the
Flash Memory expansion modules
from several soundsets.
These are the EASY SOUNDS sound librari-

Synth Xtreme
• 128 Voices (USER1)

48 Slice-Drum-Voices in USER 2 are omit-

• 48 Voices (USER1)

ted.

• 16 Performances

Of Chill Xperience only the first 64 Voices

• 52 User-Waveforms

are chosen. As these Voices contain any

• 124 MB Samples

Samples, a later flexible exchange should

• 156 User Arpeggios

be no problem. The five Drumloop-Kits
(USER2) are omitted.

es to be combined:
• Xtasyn

Mystic Spheres

• Synth Xtreme

• 128 User-Voices (USER1)

• Mystic Spheres

• 16 Performances

• Chill Xperience

• 42 Waveforms

Basically a very systematic approach is re-

• 60 MB Samples

commended for the compilation process.
First, you should get an overview of the

Chill Xperience

extent of the soundset‘s contents. For our

• 128 Voices (USER1)

example it looks like this:

• 5 Drumloop-Kits (USER2)

Xtasyn

• 24 Performances

• 128 Voices (USER1)

Now is the time to plan the compilation and

• 64 Voices (USER2)

to make a few preliminary considerations.

• 10 Drum-Kits
• 24 Performances
• 128 User-Waveforms

So of Synth Xtreme only USER 1 is used. The

In the banks USER 1-4 a total of 512 Voices
can be stored.

The planned division of the Voice Banks
therefore looks like this:
• USER1 = Xtasyn (128 Voices)
• USER2 1 – 64 = Xtasyn (64 Voices)
• USER2 64 – 128 = Chill Xperience
(64 Voices)
• USER3 = Synth Xtreme (128 Voices)
• USR4 = Mystic Spheres (128 Voices)
In this compilation the highest priority is
granted to the soundset „Xtasyn“. This
soundset is fully loaded and includes all
Voices, Performances, User Waveforms,
User Arpeggio Patterns, and Samples.
For the other soundsets the Voices, inclu-

• 120 MB Samples

As seen above the content of the soundsets

ding related Waveforms and Samples,

• 182 User Arpeggios

include 624 Voices, however.

are loaded at the extent described above.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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The Performances and User Arpeggio Pat-

• Load USR > FL1 (lower right)

terns, however, are subject to compromises.

• SF2 Load – Yes

Many Performances from the set Synth

Repeat this loading process for the other

Xtreme include the Slice Loops and User

Voices (numbers 2 - 64) and adjust the sto-

Arpeggios that were omitted, so these

rage destination for each Voice. For Voice

Performances are not considered either.

number 2 select the destination 66, for

For Chill Xperience only those Performances are eligible which use the first 64 Voices
of the soundset.
The Performances of Mystic Spheres can be
used completely.

Voice 3 use destination 67, etc.

Ste p 4 =
Loading MOTIF „Synth
Xtreme“ (1 Voicebank)
• Type „1 bank voice“
• Select file „SynthXtreme_XF.X3A“

Ste p 1 = Preparation

• Press ENTER to get to the list of the

• UTILITY – Job - Factory Set

sound banks contained in this file.

• Copy the four soundsets (X3A files)

This may take a moment

onto an USB stick

• From the Directory / File list select the
bank to be loaded: USR 1

StEP 2 =
Loading MOTIF „ Xtasyn“
laden (complete)
• File
• Type „all“
• Select file „Xtsyn_XF.X3A“
• Load USR > FL1 (lower right of the
display)
• SF2 Load – Yes
After confirming with „Yes“ the message
„Now Loading“ is displayed during the loading process, followed by „Now installing

The Voice compilation is now complete.
You should copy the file created in step 6 to
the hard drive of your computer!

Step 7 = Performances
and User Arpeggios
If desired, you could now also load Performances from the soundsets „Mystic Spheres“ and „Chill Xperience“.
Performances can be loaded individually
using the data type „performance“.
The loading message indicating that the
Performance makes use of User Voices is
only a note and not to be understood as an
error message.
In the Performance Parts, however, a correction of the parameters „Bank“ and

using the cursor button „>“. Do not

„Number“ (F1/SF1 - Voice) is required, be-

use the cursor buttons UP / DOWN,

cause the Voices are no longer in its origi-

as otherwise the Bank selection is

nal location.

changed
• At the bottom left (bank) select the
target bank to USER3
• Load USR > FL1 (lower right)
• SF2 Load – Yes

This is easy in the case of Mystic Spheres,
since only the Bank has to be changed from
USR1 to USR4.
For Chill Xperience, not only the Bank has
to be changed from USR1 to USR2, but

Ste p 5 =
Loading „Mystic Spheres“
(1 Voicebank)
• Type „1 bank voice“

ter a short time. The loading process takes

• Select file „MysticSpheres_XF.X3A“

a few minutes.

• Press ENTER to get to the list of the
sound banks contained in this file.

• Type „voice“

07|2011

• Move to the lower part of the display

to the Flash Expansion Memory Module“ af-

Ste p 3 =
Loading MOTIF „Chill
Xperience“ (64 Voices)

G U IDE

This may take a moment
• From the Directory / File list select the
bank to be loaded: USR 1

the Voice numbers have to added +64,
because the Voices 1-64 of the original
Bank are now at the memory locations
65 - 128.
And despite these corrections many of the
Performances might still not fully work,
since they often use Voices stored in
65 - 128 of the original Bank.
You could replace the missing Voices with

• Move to the lower part of the display

the other available Voices. Or you simply

• Select file „ChillXperience_XF.X3A“

using the cursor button „>“. Do not

load the missing Voices from the soundset

• Press ENTER to get to the list of the

use the cursor buttons UP / DOWN,

- before doing so you should check which

sound banks contained in this file.

as otherwise the Bank selection is

other Voices are dispensable.

This may take a moment

changed

• From the Directory / File list select the
first Voice to be loaded
• Move to the lower part of the display
using the cursor button „>“. Do not

• At the bottom left (bank) select the
target bank to USER4
• Load USR > FL1 (lower right)
• SF2 Load – Yes

use the cursor buttons UP / DOWN,
as otherwise the Voice selection is
changed
• At the bottom left (bank) select the

Ste p 6 = Backup Data
• File
• Type „all“

target bank USR2 and the Voice num-

• Save

ber - the target space. Select 65 for

• Bottom left: Save FL1 - with sample

the first Voice, since the Voices 1-64
of this bank are already occupied

(very important!)
• SF2 Save – Yes

As mentioned above the Performances of
Synth Xtreme are not to be loaded, because
in this compilation the contained Slice
Drum Voices are missing. Another mishap
of this soundset affects the User Arpeggios
used in the Voices 65 - 128, which were
also not included in this compilation. So for
these Voices the arpeggiator should be turned off, if you do not want to assign other
appropriate arpeggios.
Alternatively, in order to play the Voices
from this soundset you could load the inclu-
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To return to the User Arpeggios of Xtasyn,
you only need to load the arpeggio file
„Xtasyn.X0G“.
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load all the Voices individually - here the
User Waveforms and Samples are loaded
automatically, but not the User Arpeggios.
This method is especially attractive to live
keyboardists who set up their Performances

Step 8 = Replacing
single Voices
After loading complete Banks you may want
to replace some of the Voices with Voices of
other soundsets.
This can be done as previously described in
step 3 using the type „voice“.

song-related.
Another method was already described
in detail in the Music Production Guide
2010-11, pages 9 - 11 („MOTIF XF:
OS 1.12 offers new features“) and was
mentioned again in the last issue.
In this method several sound sets are sequentially loaded with the destination

If you want to use some of the new User

„Load USR > FL1“ and then each stored

Voices of the MOTIF XF (USER 1), that were

with the option „without samples“ for FL1

overwritten by loading the Voice Banks, you

and FL2. Finally, a backup file with „Save

can use this file:

all“ - now with the option „with samples“

http://www.easysounds.de/

(FL1) - is stored.

XF_Factory.X3A.zip

The User Waveforms of the previously loaded soundsets are then in the Flash Memo-

Step 9 = Loading other
Samples into the SDRAM
In addition to the Flash Memory you can
use the volatile SDRAM.
By doing so you have the possibility to load
complete soundsets, including all Voices,
Performances, Samples and User Arpeggios without overwriting the contents of
the Flash Memory or filling it with other
Samples.
For that you need to select the option
USR > USR at the bottom right of the
display.
Note: The Voices and Performances will be
overwritten by loading an all-file.
You can restore the previous state meaning the Voices you have compiled by
following the instructions above - by loading the all-file you‘ve created in step 6
with the option „FL1 > none“ (bottom right)
selected. Otherwise, the User Waveforms
would be loaded once more - which would
take some time.
So far for the description of the steps
needed for compiling an individual Flash
Memory content, which in principle is applicable to other soundsets, too.
It should be noted that this is only one of
several possible methods.
An alternative method for instance is to

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

ry and have fixed storage locations. The
assignments to those locations was automatically adjusted in the Voices.
Now the newly created files of the soundsets with the extension „.n3“ (without
Waveforms and Samples) can be loaded
alternately and when needed. All Voices
and Performances of the currently loaded
soundset have their Waveforms right at
hand, because they are stored in the Flash
Memory.
Important: Select „none“ for FL1 (lower
right of the display) before loading the
soundsets.
Peter Krischker
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Ne w Ya m a h a Go o d i e :
M OX „S ou n d & G r o o v e K i t “

The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is now available for all registered users of the MOX.
This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from the EASY
SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.
In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects and atmospheres for Cubase AI and other DAWs.
Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:
motifnews@easysounds.de

EASY SO UNDS Soundsets fo r MOX
The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS will be available shortly in the MOX format.
The following products are in preparation:
• Yamaha MOX „Xtasyn“
• Yamaha MOX „Synth Xtreme“
• Yamaha MOX „Magical Pads“
• Yamaha MOX „Stage & Studio“
• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog“
• Yamaha MOX „Organ Session“
• Yamaha MOX „Hypnotic Stepz“
• Yamaha MOX „Chill Xperience“
• Yamaha MOX „Mystic Spheres“
• Yamaha MOX „Dance Xpanded“
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Mus i c Pr od uct i o n G u i d e s –
c ompl et e a r c hi v e o n l i n e

On the last page of the Music Production Guide a link can
be found to download a zip-file containing all previous
editions (in the Box „Music Production Guide History“).
In addition, we now offer all readers the opportunity to access all previous issues online. So the Guides archive is available from everywhere
you‘ve got connection to the internet.
After entering the access data, simply click on the relevant issue in
order to open it for reading.
The link to the German editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_DE
The link to the English editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_EN
Login:
Name: musicpro
Password: guide
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DTX900 W or k s ho p : C r e a t i n g
multi - s a mpl e l a y e r s w i t h y o u r
o wn sa mpl es

In this issue I would like to show

To load the samples into my DTX900 now,

how to program multi-layers using

I connect the stick to the USB input („USB to

your own samples.

device“) of the DTX900 and press the „File“
button.

As an example, I have recorded an acoustic Yamaha snare in different playing
strengths.
Since a version of Cubase AI is included
with the DTX900, I used it to record, edit,

After pressing „F2 Load“ I set „All Data“ to
„Wave“ by using the dial. Then the DTX displays the four samples that are stored on
my USB stick.

and process my samples. I just needed my
laptop, a small audio-interface and a microphone. In this example, I recorded four

With the cursor keys I‘m selecting the sam-

stroking strengths: Very low, low, medium,

ple I‘d like to load, followed by pressing

and loud.

„SF1 Exec“. I want the file „Sample_1.wav“
to be loaded into the user memory A, slot

I‘ve cut the samples in Cubase and stored

001. After having selected this memory lo-

them on an USB stick. To be able to load

cation I‘m pressing „SF1 Exec“ again and

the samples into the DTX900, it has to be

the sample gets loaded.

equipped with sample memory - which is

By repeating these steps the other three

the case for mine, of course.

samples are loaded into the DTX900 onto
the memory location 002, 003, and 004.

Hint: The manual says that you can use
2 x 256 MB DIMMs. But I have installed two

Mul ti-Layers in the

512 MB DIMMs - and the DTX900 accepts

DTX900

them. Perfect, 1,024 MB of memory for my

The internal sounds of the DTX900 are

own samples!

assigned

to

individual

MIDI

notes.
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In addition there is a MIDI map that assigns

We can assign 82 MIDI notes with samples,

these MIDI notes to the trigger channels.

from the note C#-1 to A#5. If we deduct

The configuration of the DTX950k with its

the MIDI notes from the table to avoid the

four tom pads for instance is shown in the

trigger channels, there are still 51 notes for

following table.

our own samples.

Pad

Kanal

Note

Just imagine how authentic a snare can be,

C1

if you use, for example, 40 samples that are

Center

D1

programmed to be triggered by different

Rim1

E1

velocity levels on the snare.

Rim2

C#1

However, let‘s start with four samples...

Center

C2

Rim1

D-1

Rim2

D#-1

Center

B1

Rim1

F#-1

Rim2

G-1

Center

G1

Rim1

G#-1

Rim2

B-1

Center

F1

Rim1

C0

Then I press the key „F2 Voice“ followed by

Rim2

C#0

„SF5 Source“. Then I hit the snare - on the

Cup

G2

Bow

B2

Edge

C#2

Cup

E-1

Bow

F-1

At the moment the display shows „SnareHd“.

Edge

A2

I change this to „MIDI“ using the data dial.

Cup

F2

Bow

D#2

Edge

E2

Bow

F#1

Edge

G4

Using the cursor keys I navigate to the

Bow

A#1

right to Voice Snare and change it to

Edge

F#4

User-A: 001 usign the dial. In this case

Foot close

G#1

I can use the snare center note D1 from

Foot splash

B4

the MIDI map, because I want to assign my

Bassdrum
Snare

Tom 1

Tom 2

Tom 3

Tom 4

Crash 1

Crash 2

Ride

HiHat closed
HiHat open

This table is very important. If you later

Programming the
samples
First, I choose an empty User Drum Kit.

display the center is marked.

samples to the snare.

assign a sample to a MIDI note from the

For the remaining three samples I deci-

table, it is automatically assigned to the

de for some free MIDI notes. In this case,

corresponding trigger channel

C3, C#3, and D3. Like described above

To illustrate the whole concept, take a look

I assign the other three of my own snare

at this keyboard with 7.5 octaves.

samples to these notes.
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The StackAlternate function
We‘re only a few steps away from playing
the self-programmed snare. By pressing
„F3 Stck/Alt“ the Stack-Alternate menu is
opened.

Using the cursor keys I‘m navigating to
Step and add some notes by pressing
„SF2 Add“. Since I want to program four
samples, I add three more Steps.

Now I have to assign the MIDI notes I previously had assigned with samples to the
Steps. This is done in the column „Note“ for
each single Step.

If you now play the snare pad, all samples
are played at once. To change this, I have
to navigate to the Velocity menu by going
far right using the cursor keys.Here a velocity range can be set for each Step - it will
only be played for velocity values within its
range.
As shown in the figure I spread them evenly
over the value range from 1 to 127.
Finally I store my drum kit and then play my
own multi-sample-layer snare drum for the
first time.
Just great
Yours Ralf Mersch
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Y a mah a CP 1 A r t i s t P e r f o r m a n c es
A free soundset available in excellent quality is now abvailable for every CP1 user.
A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf of Yamaha Music
Europe.
The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to
motifnews@easysounds.de
containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where the file can
be downloaded.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free subscription of
the monthly Music Production Guide.
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Flas h M em o r y
Conte n t for
M OTIF X F

Yamaha is working with third party
software vendors (KEYFAX, EASY
SOUNDS, DSF, SONIC REALITY)
to offer an extensive amount of
free and optional Flash Memory
content.

User Voice Bank 2 –
Yamaha Bank

From the first day of delivery all registe-

User Voice Bank 3 –
Third Party Bank

red MOTIF XF users will have access to a
free download file containing a first stock
of Samples to build their own expandable sample library for the non-volatile Flash
Memory of their MOTIF XF.

User Drum Voice Bank
The User Drum Voice Bank features

A selection of additional Voices from the
Yamaha Library: S700 piano, organs,
brass & reeds, sweet voices, pads.

twelve new Drumkits (Acoustic Drums,
Oriental Percussion, Hip Hop, House...)
These Voice Banks can be individually
loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the
MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is

Organs, synth leads, synth comps, synth
strings, pads, atmospheres... A Voice
selection

from

the

sound

libraries

installed.
It is also recommended to load the Voice

of DCP PRODUCTIONS and EASY

Banks into the SDRAM for a quick audition

SOUNDS. This Bank for instance inclu-

of the material before loading them into the

User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms,

des 32 Voices from the EASY SOUNDS

Flash Memory.

458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits

Libraries „Organ Session“ and „Phat

(Oriental Drums & Percussion).

Analog“ each.

This Content Package contains three new

Here is an overview of the Voice Banks
contained in the Flash Memory Content
Package:

User Voice Bank 1 –
Factory Content

This free Flash Memory Content can be requested by sending an e-mail containing

User Voice Bank 4 –
Oriental Instruments

the keywords „MOTIF XF Flash Content“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de

128 Oriental instrument Voices, with
micro-tuning, mainly programmed by

The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail

the Turkish musician Mert Topel. If you

from EASY SOUNDS with a password and

want to play these Voices with a „nor-

a link where the file can be downloaded.

Contains the same content of the new

mal“ tone scale, go to VOICE - EDIT -

MOTIF XF Factory Bank. That‘s why no

COMMON EDIT - F1 General - SF2 Play

additional Flash Memory content is ad-

Mode and set the parameters Bank to

red for the free monthly Music Production

ded to this Bank.

„pre“ and Tuning Number to „1“.

Guide..

In addition you are automatically registe-
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MOTIF X S Eu r o p e a n
L oy alt y P r og ra m
V ers i o n 2
The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but
nonetheless high-class content.
It is mainly a premium Voice and Samplelibrary which is produced by EASY SOUNDS in
collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:
• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed) of the Yamaha S90 ES
which is known as the ultimate piano sound from Yamaha synths. The Piano is featured
in different variations (e.g. Brite, Dark, Ballad Stack)
• „Sweet Voices“ from the Yamaha Tyros (Trumpet, Trombone, Saxophone, Panflute...)
• New Choir and Scatvoices
• Best-of compilations of optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS (synths, pads &
atmospheres, organs...)
• Best-of compilation of the Xpanded series from Yamaha Europe (converted from
MOTIF ES)
• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total. These are drum loops,
vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects, and atmospheres
Furthermore the Loyalty Program contains a comprehensive MOTIF XS Quick Guide in PDF
format. This Quick Guide is compiled of all XS articles and workshops from the MOTIF News
Guide.
To register for the Loyalty program simply write an e-mail with the keyword „MOTIF XS Loyalty
Program“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from
EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded. The size of
the download file is 221 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide.
Alternatively the „European Loyalty Content Package“ can be delivered on an USB memory
stick, which must be ordered for a reasonable price from www.easysounds.de in addition to
the e-mail procedure mentioned above. Remember to add the keyword „MOTIF XS Loyalty
Program“ to your USB memory stick order.
Already registered MOTIF XS users can request an update by sending an e-mail to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
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M OTIF X S S ou n ds e t : “O r i e n t a l
Instr umen t s & P e r cus s i o n ”
MOTIF XS users can enjoy a free
soundset: „Oriental Instruments
& Percussion“ can be downloaded
from Yamaha Music Europe in
cooperation with EASY SOUNDS.
The soundset contains the following:

Authentic samples of oriental musical inst-

The MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail

ruments plus the most popular turkish Mic-

from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a

ro Tunings are the basic building blocks of

link where the file can be downloaded. The

this soundset.

size of the download file is 66 MB.

Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop,

• 36 Performances

world, chill out, ambient and whatever you

• 128 Voices

can imagine.

• 9 User Drum Voices

The 128 Voices and 36 Performances are

• 113 User Waveforms of oriental

mostly built from the new User Waveforms

instruments
• 84 MB Samples
• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings
„Oriental Instruments“ has been produced
by turkish musicians and is developed for
the use in both traditional and modern tur-

In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production
Guide.
Alternatively the „European Loyalty Content Package“ can be delivered on an USB
memory stick, which must be ordered for a
reasonable price from www.easysounds.de

and Samples. Some Voices are modified

in addition to the e-mail procedure men-

Preset Voices.

tioned above. Remember to add the key-

This free soundset can be requested by
sending an e-mail containing the keyword

word „Oriental Instruments“ to your USB
memory stick order.

„Oriental“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de

kish music.

S90 XS / S 7 0 X S :
Soundp a cka g e
A

free

„Soundpackage“

with

additional high-class content is
available for S90 XS / S70 XS users.
This Soundpackage is produced by EASY
SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music
Europe and contains the following:

Pop & Dance
This Voice Bank features 128 profes-

Vocoder Dreamz
The S90 XS / S70 XS version of „Vocoder Dreamz“ features 40 Vocoder Voices

to:
motifnews@easysounds.de

and a comprehensive manual on how to

You will receive an e-mail from EASY

use them with the S90 XS Vocoder. The

SOUNDS with a password and a link where

User Voice Bank is divided as follows:

the file can be downloaded. The size of the

• 1 – 16 Vocoder Voices (Vocoder +

download file is 136 MB.

Pad/Atmo/Synth)
• 17 – 36 Vocoder Voices (Basic Type)
• 37 – 40 Vocoder Voices (LFO-Type)

sional User Voices compiled from popular EASY SOUNDS libraries for the

keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“

WAV-Pool

In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production
Guide.
Alternatively the Soundpackage can be
delivered on an USB memory stick, which

MOTIF XS and the MOTIF ES Xpanded

The WAV pool contains 200 WAV files

series from Yamaha Europe converted

with a total size of 93 MB. These are

from www.easysounds.de in addition to the

for the S90 XS / S70 XS.

drum loops, vocoder phrases, sound ef-

e-mail procedure mentioned above. Re-

fects, and atmos.

member to add the keyword „S90 XS / S70

The set „Poc & Dance“ contains Voices
from these EASY SOUNDS soundsets:
• Chill Xperience
• Dance Xpanded
• Magical Pads
• Mystic Spheres

must be ordered for a reasonable price

XS Soundpackage“ to your USB memory

News Guides

stick order.

All already published editions of the
„Music Production Guide“ are included
in PDF format.

• Stage & Studio

This free soundpackage can be reques-

• Synth Xtreme

ted by sending an e-mail containing the
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MOTIF-RA CK X S :
S o und & I n fo p a cka g e
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract
to Yamaha Music Europe.
The software package contains the following:
• Soundset „POP & DANCE“ with 128 professional Voices
• WAV-Pool with 200 loops and audio-phrases
• Demo song
• PDF file of a comprehensive guide plus tips & tricks  
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & Infopackage“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
The size of the download file is 125 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide.

S 90 ES , MOTIF-RA C K ES, M O :
S o und l ib r a r ies
Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage that‘s produced by
EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-sounds. For details on this soundset see the box to the right.
Furthermore a comprehensive documentation of the soundset, Quick Guides, demo-sounds, and other useful files are included.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
The size of the download file is 13 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide.
User Voice Bank 1 is identical to „Arp Xpanded“ and features 128 Voice based on 106 new User Arpeggio Phrases. (In the MOTIF-RACK ES
version the Arpeggiator is deactivated, since the RACK has no User Arpeggios.)
Voices 1 – 64 of the User Voice Bank 2 are identical to the 64 „Live-Voices“ of „Live Xpanded“. These are keyboard and synth sounds which
are specially programmed for pop, rock, dance, and live entertainment.
The Voices 65 – 128 of the User Voice Bank 2 are compiled by the best synthesizer sounds of the factory preset sounds from the MOTIF ES
and MOTIF-RACK ES.
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M M6 / MM 8:
Sof twa r e-P a ck a g e „ L i v e & S t u d i o“
Users of the MM6 and MM8 can
obtain the free software package
„Live & Studio“ that‘s produced by
EASY SOUNDS under contract to
Yamaha Music Europe.

The Song templates contain setup data in

You will receive an e-mail from EASY

formats for Cubase, Logic, and standard

SOUNDS with a password and a link where

MIDI file (SMF). They feature SysEx events,

the file can be downloaded. The size of the

Bank Select, Program Change, and Con-

download file is 131 MB.

troller events which set the effects and

In addition you are automatically registe-

The software package contains the fol-

sounds of the MM6 / MM8 to be controlled

red for the free monthly Music Production

lowing:

in „PC-Mode” with 16 MIDI channels (mul-

Guide.

• MM6 / MM8 Live Peformance Bank
• Song templates
• Demo song with audio and MIDI
tracks for Cubase, Logic, Standard
MIDI File)
• WAV loop pool for Cubase + Logic
(drums, synths, vocals, effects, atmos)
• MM6 / MM8 Quick Guide
The 64 Performances for the MM6 are
more suitable for live music than the more
pattern orientated factory Performances.

timode).
The demo songs combine MIDI and audio
tracks. The MIDI tracks control the MM6 /
MM8. The audio tracks are used to play
back samples from the included „WAV
pool”.
The free software package can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the
keyword „MM6 / MM8 Live & Studio“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de

TENORI- ON:
Eur ope a n V o ic e & S a mpl e b a n k
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY
SOUNDS
provide
their
free
soundlibrary „European Voice &
Samplebank“ to all Tenori-On
users.

• DR_AnalogKit2.tnw

audio sequencer. Then simply drag and

• VO_VocalsFemale.tnw

drop the samples you want to use into the

• DR_BreakKit.tnw

Voice Manager software.

The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the

• VO_VocoderFemale.tnw

following:

• DR_XdrumBasic.tnw

• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)
• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)
• 268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)
• Comprehensive PDF documentation

• VO_VocalsMale.tnw
• DR_XdrumAdd.tnw

• VO_VocoderMale.tnw
The samples used in the Voices are also
provided as WAV files. Hence you can use
the downloadable Tenori-On User Voice

This free sound library can be requested by
sending an e-mail containing the keyword
„Tenori-On European Voice & Samplebank“
to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY
SOUNDS with a password and a link where
the file can be downloaded. The size of the

The User Voices feature multiple drum kits,

Manager to individually re-map the drum

sound effects, vocal / vocoder kits, and

and FX kits. This way you can modify the

synth sounds. Here‘s an overview of the

supplied kits or combine new ones from the

In addition you are automatically registe-

User Voices:

scratch.

red for the free monthly Music Production

• BA_MiniSquare.tnw
• FX_Atmo.tnw
• BA_Xbass.tnw
• FX_Long.tnw
• CO_CombKit1.tnw
• FX_Short.tnw
• CO_CombKit2.tnw

The User Voices „CO_CombKit1“ and

download file is 49 MB.

Guide.

„CO_CombKit2“ demonstrate how the
sounds can be combined in a creative way.
They use samples from different sample directories. Combining sounds really widens
the sound variety enormously.

• SQ_DarkUni.tnw

So if you want to set up your own kits from

• DR_AnalogKit1.tnw

the WAV files you first should audition the

• SQ_Xsynth.tnw

samples using a file player, sampler, or
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F re e D r um k it s
f or DT X 9 0 0 & DT X TREM EIII
Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
There are five content packages available for downloading:
• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)
Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available.
For more information and the download links visit:
http://dtxdrums.yamaha.com
Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section.

Ocean Way Drums DTXPANSION Kit
These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library from Ocean Way
(Sonic Reality).
The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:
http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php

F re e D r um k it s
f or th e DT X -M U L TI 1 2
Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.
It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files:
File 1 = Acoustic Kits
• Jazz Maple (5 variations)
• Oak X Single (5 variations)
• Vintage (5 variations)
• Rock Single (5 variations)
File 2 = Electronic Kits
• ClasscDance
• Classic RX
• Drum’n’Bass
• HipHop90bpm
• House 128bpm   
More information and download links can be found here:
http://download.yamaha.com
First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.
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DT X - M U L TI 1 2 S o u n d s e t:
„O ri e n t a l P e r cus s i o n“
The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end
features and sounds from the DTX and MOTIF series and provides an
optimum tool for live drumming, productions or rehearsals.
With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can
be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every conceivable musical style with
the best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled
with additional samples which then can be assigned to the Pads.
Now the brand new soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for
registered users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free
of charge.
The download package includes the following:
• 50 Patterns
• 24 Kits
• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)
The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music.
It‘s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion instruments.
The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop,
World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.
„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.
Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known
pop and rock stars such as Tarkan (1993-2008) and many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden
Goksen, Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its first
album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers. Right now his band is working
on a second album. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the production
of an electro-acoustic-oriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appears
in 2010.
The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first
place and serve as basis for his own music productions.
This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12
Oriental“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded. The size of the download file is 24 MB.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide.
Alternatively the Soundpackage can be delivered on an USB memory stick, which must be
ordered for a reasonable price from www.easysounds.de in addition to the e-mail procedure
mentioned above. Remember to add the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to your USB memory
stick order.
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F re e Tu t or ia l DVD
f or MOTIF X S / X F U s e r s
The free tutorial DVD „The World of MOTIF XS“ (English language) is available for all registered european MOTIF XS and MOTIF XF users.
The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a music production environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep insights in topics like interactive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling, recording sessions, Cubase AI and much more.
Although the instructions refer to the MOTIF XS, this DVD is of interest for MOTIF XF users,
because the XS‘ operation is substantially the same concept.
To request this DVD simply write an e-mail to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS or MOTIF XF, and the keyword „The World of MOTIF XS“ - even if you already are a registered MOTIF XS user.
Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

C ubas e AI Tu t o r i a l V i d e o s
f or r eg is t er ed u s e r s
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most of
the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music
Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included – for
those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good reason
more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a music production tool with functions which were exclusive for high-end studios not
very long time ago.
Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music Production
instrument with included Cubase AI software are qualified to request
a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing 23
videos on how to use Cubase AI4.
The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks
last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail
containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your
name and address to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD „The World
of MOTIF XS“.
Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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Opti on a l s ou n d s e t s f o r
M OTIF- S er ies / S - S e r i e s / M O
„ Xtasyn“

„Hypnotic Stepz“

Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance,
trance, pop, and electronic. Phat leads &
synthcomps, pads, FX. Special attack Waveforms for punchy sounds

For users having a penchant for stepsequencers and analogue synth sounds. Synth
sounds, drums and sequences are impres
sively combined

„FM Xpanded – Vol . 1:
Electric Piano & Clavinet“

„Magical Pads“

Sample-based FM sounds with very high dynamic and authenticity, which are heavily
based on classic DX7 sounds, but also offer
new and innovative creations

Provides warm, analogue pad sounds with
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps,
swells, synthbrasses, atmo-sounds, and musical sound effects

„Phat Analog“

„Mystic Spheres“

Synthleads,
pads
&
more!
Time
less Voice and sample library with a
Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths) and JP-8
sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

The ultimate Ambient + Electronic set. It contains atmospheres, pads, sound effects, spacy
synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads, and
analogue vintage sounds

„Chill Xperie nce“

„Vocoder Dreamz“

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient,
New Age, Electronic, and related genres.
These sounds offer a high level of musical
inspiration

Combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase kits,
and drum loop kits. The vocal phrases and
drum loops are controlled by User Arpeggios.
Its speciality is the vocoder choirs

„Drum Performer“

„Organ Session“

Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely
realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme
range of sounds achieved by different recording techniques

This set is an impressive emulation of the
legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ
sounds with concise key click and controllable
percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz

„Stage & Studio“
The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains
the most important standard instruments and
synth sounds for live musicians. Outstanding
performance and power

General Information:
The above sound sets are available for the following devices:
• MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS, MOTIF ES, MOTIF-RACK XS,
		 MOTIF-RACK ES, S90 XS, S70 XS, S90 ES, MO6, MO8

„Dance Xpanded“
Sounds for Dance, Trance, Electronic, Chill
Out, Pop. The Voices include atmospheres,
pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated
pads, and arpsounds

• The sound sets ‘FM Xpanded’, Drum Performer and
		 ‘Vocoder Dreamz’ are available exclusively for MOTIF XS
		 and MOTIF XF
Each sound set contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device,
additional content such as Performances, Samples, User Arpeggios, and WAV Loops are included. Further details can be found on
www.easysounds.de

„Synth Xtreme“

Price per soundset= 35,- EUR

Offers a vast range of fat, analogue synth
sounds of the highest quality. Suitable for
Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other
genres of trendy pop music

The soundsets are available from:
EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker
vertrieb@easysounds.de
http://www.easysounds.de
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Impr i nt & fu r t h e r L i n k s

Important websites
for MOTIF users
Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers
including a comprehensive download section
http://www.yamahasynth.com/

Yamaha
Music Production Guide
The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production product series and Computer Music Instruments
Published by

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

EASY SOUNDS

http://www.yamaha-europe.com

Peter Krischker

American MOTIF support website including message

Am Langberg 97 A

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“
downloads
http://www.motifator.com/
EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and
USB sticks for Yamaha synths
http://www.easysounds.de
John Melas MOTIF Site
Editor softwares for the MOTIF series
http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

D-21033 Hamburg
Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23
in cooperation with
Yamaha Music Europe GmbH
Siemensstraße 43
D-25462 Rellingen
Telephone: +49 41 01 - 30 30
e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de
The free Music Production Guide is published monthly and
contains news, tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews
on and around Yamaha synthesizers of the MOTIF series,

Music Production Guide
History
You can download all English editions already pub-

S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On, and articles
about recording, software, and Computer Music Instruments.

lished as one single ZIP file using this link to the EASY

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Produc-

SOUNDS website:

tion Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:

http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides_E.zip
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